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Abstract—This paper presents a new automatic target recognition approach based on Hough transform and mutual information. The Hough transform groups the extracted edge points in edged images to an appropriate set of lines which helps in features extraction and matching processes in both of target and stored database images. This gives an initial indication about realization and recognition between target image and its corresponding database image. Mutual information is used to emphasize the recognition of the target image and its verification with its corresponding database image. The proposed recognition approach passed through five stages which are: edge detection by Sobel edge detector, thinning as a morphological operation, Hough transformation, matching process and finally measuring the mutual information between target and the available database images. The experimental results proved that, the target recognition is realized and gives more accurate and successful recognition rate than other recent recognition techniques which are based on stable edge weighted HOG.

Index Terms—Target Recognition, Mutual Information, Hough Transform.

I. INTRODUCTION

An automatic target recognizer (ATR) is a real-time or near-real-time image/signal-understanding system. An ATR is presented with a stream of data. It outputs a list of the targets that it has detected and recognized in the data provided to it. A complete ATR system can also perform other functions such as image stabilization, preprocessing, mosaicking, target tracking, activity recognition, multi-sensor fusion, sensor/platform control, and data packaging for transmission or display.

ATR can be used as a generic term to cover a broad range of military data exploitation technologies and tasks. These include image fusion, target tracking, minefield detection, as well as technologies for specific missions such as persistent surveillance and suppression of enemy air defenses. The term can be broadened to cover homeland security tasks such as border monitoring, building protection, and airport security. It can include environmental efforts such as detection of fires, whales, radioactive material, and gas plumes. Commercial applications similar to the military ATR problem are grouped under the name video analytics. These include parking lot security, speed cameras, and advanced signage. Internet companies are making huge investments in image-based search engines and face recognition. Industrial automation and medical applications of machine vision and pattern recognition use the same basic technology [1]. Target recognition generally consists of three aspects: feature extraction, similarity measurement and best match search. Feature extraction refers to features extracting (e.g., contours, edges and corners) from the original image. Then, a criterion (similarity measurement) is needed to judge how similar a candidate feature in the original image to the predefined target feature. Target detection is an important step before recognition step. In order for detection of targets to be automated, a training database needs to be created. This is usually done using experimental data collected when the target is known, and is then stored for use by the ATR algorithm. [2][3].

Some other applications such as detection and recognition of rows in agricultural crop images acquired by remote sensing from a UAV are introduced in [4]. Whereas, detection of rows in crops planted as rows is a fundamental to site specific management of agricultural farms. Also, some researchers worked on studying the classification of static and moving objects in video surveillance system. Where, Video surveillance System is used for analysis and interpretation of object behavior [5]. The main purpose is to detect, track and finally recognize the targets throughout the scene or scenario. In spite of many research on the subject in recent years, the problem remains to be challenging mainly due to unknown and changing number of targets; noisy; missing observations and interaction of multiple targets [6].

This work focuses on ATR based on Hough transform (HT) which helps in detection of straight lines in both of target image and database images. The use of HT facilitates the matching process between the target image and its corresponding database image. Whereas, only
straight lines in both target and database images are compared together. Moreover, the mutual information (MI) is used as a similarity measure to emphasize the realization and recognition of the target image and its corresponding database image. The basic traditional ATR architecture is shown in Fig.1. The classifier stage stands for any or all levels of target classification that can take place, as well as supporting processing such as feature extraction and segmentation.

This architecture consists of two main components:
A front-end anomaly detector (pre-screener) and a back end classifier. The classifier completes the detection/clutter-rejection process. The classifier can also assign a target category to a detected object. The performances of the two primary ATR components can be measured separately. Alternatively, the ATR can be treated as a single black box. In this latter case, the only concerns are the inputs and outputs. The inner workings of the ATR, that is, how it transforms the inputs to the outputs.

An ATR might process each input frame of data independently from the next frame, as in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) or an infrared-step-stare system. A triggered unattended ground system can rarely generate but a single frame of data. Or, the ATR could process video data, using temporal information to help make its decisions. [1].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates a literature survey on the related work. Section 3 introduces and explains the proposed automatic target recognition technique based on HT and MI. Section 4 shows the experimental work and results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several algorithmic approaches to solve the problem of Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) which begins with target detection in images. Background Subtraction (BS) is a method commonly used for the detection of moving objects when the camera is fixed. In this method, a reference image is taken as the background and then compared to the next image, thus detecting the changes occurring at the reference background [7, 8, 9]. Optical flow subtraction is a generalized gradient model which uses the relationship between a series of two-dimensional image and the speed [10]. Temporal Difference Method [11] is based on the detection of the differences of the sequential video frames. Another method is the active contour model, which is an edge-based segmentation method [12, 13]. This method is based on the framing of the edges of an object with a closed frame by the energy function within the object area [14]. Methods such as mean shift algorithm [15] which is based on the principle of analyzing the multiform property space and of using its property set are primary image processing methods used in target recognition. Potential based methods originated from the edge potential function (EPF) model [16]. EPF based method has been applied to many real world problems, e.g., ground target detection [17, 18], ear detection [19], aperture radar scene matching [20] and video retrieval [21, 22]. Also, Atomic Potential Matching (APM) model provides a remedy for the conventional EPF model [23].

Some other automatic target recognition techniques which need three-dimensional (3D) modeling of the targets by using a set of two-dimensional (2D) views of the object to detect and recognize targets in difficult domains in order to accurately model small, irregularly shaped targets is presented in [24]. Indirect target recognition method for overhead infrared image sequences is introduced in [25] to detect and recognize targets in the cases that the target is occluded or hidden completely.

III. THE PROPOSED AUTOMATIC TARGET RECOGNITION APPROACH BASED ON HT AND MI

The proposed recognition technique passed through five stages which are: edge detection by Sobel edge detector, thinning as a morphological operation, HT, matching process and finally measuring the MI between target and the available database images. The first four stages (edge detection, thinning, HT, Matching) are done sequentially while the fifth stage (MI measurement) can be performed in parallel with the previously mentioned four stages. The cause of using these stages is described in details as follows:

The Sobel operator is selected as an edge detection method because it has the ability to detect only strong edges [26] in the image which is more suitable to our case of study. Whereas, there is no need to detect weak edges as the canny edge detector operates. The thinning is used as a morphological operation which makes the detected edges in images as sharp and straight as possible which helps the HT in the next stage to work successfully and group the extracted edge points to an appropriate set of lines. HT as mentioned before helps in detection of straight lines in both of target image and database images. This also, helps the matching process in the next stage to work successfully with minimum processing time. Whereas, matching process is applied only on straight lines and it is not applied on all detected edges. MI is used as a similarity measure between target and database images and this process doesn’t depend on the previously mentioned four stages. So, it can be performed in parallel with the other four stages to reduce the required processing time and the computational complexity. Besides, MI makes few assumptions about how the intensity values of the images are related. It only relies on statistical dependence. Therefore, the MI can be used as a
similarity measurement even if the target image suffers from some artifacts such as noise and blurring effects. Moreover, MI is used as a confirmation method to emphasize and finally realize the matching between the target image and its corresponding database image after first recognition by matching the detected straight lines using HT in both target and database images.

A. Implementation of proposed automatic target recognition approach

The implementation of the proposed ATR approach is explained in details in the following steps:

1. Apply Sobel edge detector on both target image ($im_T$) and the database images ($im_{Dn}$). Where, $n$ is the number of the database images and $T$ refers to the target image number. The output from this step will be an edged target image ($im_{T,\text{edge}}$) and edged database images ($im_{Dn,\text{edge}}$).

2. Apply thinning process on the edged images ($im_{T,\text{edge}}$ & $im_{Dn,\text{edge}}$). This step is important to make the detected edges in images as sharp and straight as possible. Thinning is a morphological operation that is used to remove selected foreground pixels from binary images, somewhat like erosion or opening. In this step it is commonly used to tidy up the output of edge detectors by reducing all lines to single pixel thickness [27].

3. Transform the output images from step 2 into HT space to group the extracted edge points to an appropriate set of lines. Whereas, each edged pixel on both images will have $r$ and $\theta$. According to the parametric representation of a line, the edge points that have the same $r$ and $\theta$ are belonged to the same line. Where, $r$ is the distance from the origin to the line along a vector perpendicular to the line and $\theta$ is the angle of the perpendicular projection from the origin to the line measured in degrees clockwise from the positive $x$-axis [28].

4. A median deviation value ($M$) of a $3 \times 3$ window size around the edged pixels ($xi$) is calculated for each edged pixels on the straight lines in both target and database images. Then, there will be an array (A1) represents the median values of the line pixels in target image. Whereas, $A1$=[$M_1,M_2,\ldots,M_m$], where, $m$ is the number of edged pixels on straight lines in array $A1$ and another cell array ($A2$) represents the median values of the line pixels in database images. Whereas:

$$A2 = \begin{bmatrix} a_1 \\ a_2 \\ \vdots \\ a_s \end{bmatrix}$$

Where, $n$ is the number of database images and $a_0=[M_1,M_2,\ldots,M_s]$, where, $s$ is the number of edged pixels on straight lines in sub-array $a_1$. The cell array ($A2$) consists of a number of sub-arrays. Each sub-array contains the median values of the line pixels in each of database images. In this step, two or three edged thinned lines in the target image are selected to be used for comparing and matching with their corresponding lines in database images in order to reduce the processing time of this step.

5. A normalized cross-correlation (NCC) formula is used to find the best match between median values in the array ($A1$) which represents the line pixels in target image and the cell array ($A2$) which represents the median values of the line pixels in database images.

NCC is used to find the best match between a small size template and larger array. Here, $A1$ is considered as a template image and the larger array size will be $A2$. Where, NCC is calculated according to the following formula [29].

$$\text{NCC}(A1,A2) = \frac{\sum_x \sum_y [f(x,y) - \bar{f}] [\hat{f}(x-u,y-v) - \bar{\hat{f}}]^2}{[\sum_x \sum_y (f(x,y) - \bar{f})^2] [\sum_x \sum_y (\hat{f}(x-u,y-v) - \bar{\hat{f}})^2]^{1/2}}$$

(1)

6. The Maximum of NCC gives the indication about the best correlation between the values in array $A1$ and the sub-array ($a_n$) in $A2$. Then, $Max$ (NCC) refers to a certain $a_n$, then $n$ refers to the index number of the database image which matched with the target image. So, the target image is initially recognized with its corresponding database image.

7. The mutual information (MI) between both of target and database images is consequently computed to emphasize and finally realize the recognition between target image and its corresponding database image. MI is calculated according to the following equation [30].

$$\text{MI}(im_T,im_{Dn}) = \sum_{i,j} \sum_{k,l} h_{im_{T,\text{hist}}}(i,j) log_2 \frac{h_{im_{T,\text{hist}}}(i,j) h_{im_{Dn,\text{hist}}}(i,j)}{h_{im_{T,\text{hist}}}(i) h_{im_{Dn,\text{hist}}}(i,j)}$$

(2)

MI is used to evaluate the correllative performances of the target image and the database image. Where, $L$ is the number of histogram bins ($L=256$ in case of gray scale images), $h_{im_{T,\text{hist}}}$ indicates the normalized joint gray level histogram of images $im_T$ and $im_{Dn}$. Also, $h_{im_{T,\text{hist}}}(i,j)$, $h_{im_{Dn,\text{hist}}}(i,j)$ indicate the normalized marginal histograms of the two target image and database images respectively. After that, the MI values between the target image and all database images are recorded.

8. If the highest MI value is the value of MI between the database image and the target image which is recognized in step (6) then target recognition is realized.

9. Go to step (6) again and change the threshold value if the highest MI value is not the value of MI between the database image and the target image which is determined in step (6).

Fig.2 illustrates the proposed ATR approach. Moreover, for simplicity and more clarification, the algorithm of the proposed ATR approach is shown as the following:

**Input:** $im_T$, $im_{Dn}$

1. Sobel ($im_T$, $im_{Dn}$)

**Output:** ($im_{T,\text{edge}}$, $im_{Dn,\text{edge}}$)
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2- Thinning \((\text{im}_T\text{-edge}, \text{im}_D\text{-edge})\)
Output: thin edged lines

3- Hough Transform \((\text{im}_T\text{-edge}, \text{im}_D\text{-edge})\)
Output: thin edged straight lines

4- Matching:
   a- Median value \(M\)
   b- \(A2=\{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n\}\)
   c- Get \(\text{Max } (\text{NCC})\) then

(Target initially recognized with its \(n\) database image)

if \(\text{MI } (\text{im}_T, \text{im}_D)\) is the highest value for the same database image number \(n\) in step (c) then

Target is finally realized and recognized with its corresponding database image \((\text{Dn})\)

else

Goto step (c) and change the threshold value

end

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND RESULTS

A Well-known UC Merced Land Use Dataset [31] is selected as database images to prove the effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed ATR approach. UC Merced Land Use Dataset consists of 21 class land use image dataset (buildings, airplanes, forest,...etc.) meant for research purposes. There are 100 images for each class. Each image measures 256x256 pixels. So, the experimental work was done on about 2100 different images. The images were manually extracted from larger images size from the USGS National Map Urban Area Imagery collection for various urban areas around the country [32]. The pixel resolution of this public domain imagery is 1 foot.

Having a set of 21 different types of images \(I = \{\text{im1}, \text{im2}, \ldots, \text{im21}\}\) with size 256x256 pixels which represent the target images. Every image is selected from a set of 100 images which represents different classes of the Merced dataset which represent the database images.

The results are compared with one of the recent techniques which is based on stable edge weighted HOG. The stable edge weighted HOG technique is based on the stability of each edge fragment, represented by the relative change of the skeleton over a given range of threshold of a map which was analyzed to select the steady ones. And, 2D template images are obtained by projecting a 3D model of the target which is constructed from the 3D data of the scene with the real time observation parameters, and then they are manually labeled to reserve the borderlines. After that, the edge weighted HOG features are extracted and the characteristics of the template image matching to achieve target recognition. The 2D template images are obtained by projecting a 3D model of the target which is constructed from the 3D data of the scene with the real time observation parameters, and are manually labeled to reserve the borderlines. Finally, edge weighted HOG features are extracted and the characteristics of the template image matching to achieve target recognition. [33].
Table 1 shows that the proposed ATR approach succeeded to recognize about 20 target images. While, the stable edge weighted HOG technique succeeded to recognize only 14 images. So, the proposed approach gives more accurate recognition rate than other technique which is based on stable edge weighted HOG. Furthermore, the proposed technique doesn’t need a projection of the 3D data of the scene to obtain the 2D template images. Moreover, the proposed technique is fully automated to recognize the target without need to manually labeling the 2D template images as in the stable edge weighted HOG technique.

Fig. 3 (a), Fig. 3 (b) and Fig. 3 (c) show some of database images which represent some types of airplanes selected from 100 airplane images as an example selected from one class of Merced dataset images and Fig. 3 (d) show one of the target images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison item</th>
<th>Proposed ATR approach</th>
<th>Stable edge weighted HOG technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of Succeed recognition</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of False recognition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The whole procedures of the proposed target recognition technique are explained in details in figures by applying the pre-mentioned steps in the previous section on images shown in Fig. 3 as an example of our work. Fig. 4 (a), Fig. 4 (b) and Fig. 4 (c) show the edged database images $im_{D1_{- edge}}, im_{D2_{- edge}}$ and $im_{D3_{- edge}}$ respectively, and Fig. 4 (d) shows the edged target image $im_{j_{- edge}}$ after applying the Sobel edge detector.

Fig. 5 (a), Fig. 5 (b) and Fig. 5 (c) show the edged database images $im_{D1_{- edge}}, im_{D2_{- edge}}$ and $im_{D3_{- edge}}$ respectively, and Fig. 5 (d) shows the $im_{1_{- edge}}$ which represents the target image after applying the Sobel edge detector + thinning + Hough transform (HT). As shown in Fig. 5, it is notice that the straight lines in both of database images and target image are detected and assigned by colored lines due to the HT effect. These straight lines are considered as the extracted features which are used for matching between database and target images. By applying the steps from 4 to 6 in the proposed target recognition approach as in the pre-described section, the target image ($im_j$) is initially realized and recognized with its corresponding database image ($im_{Dj}$). The MI between the target images ($im_j$) and the 100 airplanes database images ($im_{D1}, im_{D2}, \ldots, im_{D100}$) is measured to verify and emphasize the recognition between the target image ($im_j$) and its corresponding database image ($im_{Dj}$). As shown in graph which is illustrated in Fig. 6. The highest value of MI (1.32) is verified between the target image ($im_j$) and the database image ($im_{Dj}$). Whereas, the other values that belong to the MI between $im_j$ and the remaining database images are lower than MI ($im_j, im_{Dj}$). So, $MI (im_j, im_{Dj}) > MI (im_j, im_{Dn})$ where $n \neq 1$.

One of advantage of the proposed ATR approach is: it has the ability to achieve recognition between the target image and its corresponding database image even the target and the database images are not registered (are not acquired from the same point of view). This can be shown in Fig. 3 (a) and Fig. 3 (d) which represent the target image and its matched database image respectively. It is clear that the two images are not registered. The acquired target image is rotated and translated from the stored database image. This is because the proposed ATR approach depends on the matching between the detected straight lines in both target and database images regardless the position and the location of edges in both images.
techniques such as stable edge weighted HOG technique needs manually labeling the 2D template images which is sophisticated and consumes a higher processing time. Also, one of advantage of the proposed ATR approach that, it has the ability to achieve recognition between the target image and its corresponding database image even the target and the database images are not registered and not acquired from the same point of view.
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The proposed ATR approach is not only depends on feature matching as many other methods [34][35] but also, makes a verification and emphasize the matching process by using mutual information which makes few assumptions about how the intensity values of the images are relate and it only relies on statistical dependence. Moreover, according to the results shown in the indicated graph in Fig. 6, it is proved that the target image is completely recognized with its corresponding database image. Besides, the results in Table 1 proved that the proposed target recognition approach which is based on Hough transform and mutual information gives better performance and gives more recognition rate than one of the most recent techniques which is based on stable edge weighted HOG. Moreover, the proposed technique doesn’t need a 3D data modeling of the scene to obtain the 2D template images. Furthermore, it is fully automated to recognize the target. Whereas, some other
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